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AMENDMENT NO.1 DECEMBER 1m
TO

IS : 1950·196% CODE 01' PRAC11CE\ FOR
SOUND INSULATION OF NON.INDUSTRIAL

BUILDINGS

(PilI' 18, Fi,. 3 ) - Sub.titute the following for the existing figure:

'LOOR COVERING

'LOA"NG CONCREtE
SCRIED

MINERAL OR GlASSWOOl QUILt

FlO. 3 CONCRETE FLOATINO FLOOR CON~TRliCTION

(PI'" 21. Fig. 6D) - Substitute the figure on page 2 of this
amendment for the existing figure.
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IS: 1950· Ita

I ndian Standard
CODE OF PRACTICE FOR SOUND

INSULATION OF NON-INDUSTRIAL
BUILDINGS

o. FOREWORD
0.1 This Indian Standard was adopted by the Indian Standards Insti
tution on 29 May 1962. after the draft finalized by the Functional
Requirements of Buildings Sectional Committee had been approved by
the Building Division Council.
0.2 This standard i. one of a series of codes being prepared by the
Functional Requirements of Buildings Sectional Committee which has
under its purview the preparation of codes to cover comprehensively
the functional aspects of buildings in relation to their structural safety.
fire safety, heat and sound insulation, ventilation, daylight and orienta..
tion. This code is intended as a simple and convenient guide to the
engineer and architect in the field in dealing with noise reduction and
sound insulation problems.
0.3 Investigations on the effect of noise on human comfort and
annoyance have revealed that high noise conditions not only result in
uncomfortable living conditions, fatigue, inefficiency and mental Itrain
but prolonged exposure to such conditions may cause tem~rary

deafness or nervous breakdowns. Considerable attention has, there
fore, been paid to quietness in working and living condition. in certain
countries. This code is essentially based on the data obtained from
the experimental work and field studies carried out in certain countria
abroad such Jt.1 Britain, Sweden, Holland and Denmark. Absence of
similar data on noise level. in relation to human comfort and field tests
to determine suitable types of construction to obtain comfort conditions
in India, makes it difficult to verify all the recommendations or1hia code
under the conditions obtaining here. It may however be mentioned
that while the code was being finalized, the National Phy.ical
Laboratory, New Delhi was requested by the Sectional Committee to
undertake noise survey in lome of the important cities of India. They
have since conducted thii survey in Delhi and Bombay and the data
thus obtained has been very useful in arriving at the recommendatioDi
made in this standard.
8.4 The Sectional Committee responsible for the preparation of this
code, recommends strungly that a progr,mme of nOISe survey, noile
'comfort conditional experimental research, and field tests should be
undertaken by appropriate authorities in the country 10 that reliable
and factual information tin be made available for the design and
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IS : 1950· 1M2

construction of buildings which would provide comfortable living
conditions in respect of noise and sound insulation.
0.5 It is difficult to reduce outdoor noises coming into a building. It is,
therefore, desirable that during the planning of the layout of a town or
a suburb, the location of the residential areas, in particular, should be
so arranged that they are away from the traffic, industrial and other
noisy surroundings and are set off from the various roads according
to the average noise level which may emanate from them at any time.
Residential buildings situated on roads carrying heavy traffic would
need similarly to be set off from the road adequately and suitably
oriented so as to attenuate the noise to the required degree.

Indoor noises may be either due to the tenants on the upper floor
moving their furniture or children dancing and playing or a U flushing
cistern" working or other similar causes; such nOL4IeS are particularly
annoying during the night. Adequate attention should be paid to the ar
rangements of rooms in any single apartment or house and to the design of
the party walls between two dwelling units. Similarly, the construction of
floors and ceilings of buildings having two or more storeys should provide
for 'he attenuation of impact noises to, the desired degree of quietness.

Some buildings are more vulnerable to noise than others. Broad
casting and recording studios, audition rooms and certain types of scienti
fic laboratories, can be put out of action by noise; parliament houses,
council chambers, law courts, schools and colleges, may be made a~mo.t

useless because of noise. This specially is the case in hot climates where
open windows is the rule. Thus close and urgent attention to proper
zoninl{, particularly in the location of air-ports, factories and such, other
sources of noise, should be given before it becomes too late.
0.' In the formulation of this standard, the Committee has considered
the recommendations and practices in vogue in other countries with
regard to sound insulation of buildings. These considerations have led
the Committee to derive assistance from B.S. CP 3 : Chapter III : 1948
Code of Functional Requirements of Buildings: Sound Insulation
( Houses, Flats and Schools ), issued by the British Standards Institution.
0.7 Wherever a reference to any Indian Standard appears in this code,
it shall be taken as a reference to the latest version of the standard.
0.1 For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of
this standard is complied with, the final value, observed or calculated,
expressing the result of a test, shall be rounded off in accordance with
IS: 2·1960 Rules for Rounding Off Numerical Values (Revised). The
number of significant places retained in the rounded off value should be
the same as that of the specified value in this standard.
0.9 This standard is intended chiefly to cover the technical provisions
relating to sound insulation of buildings, and it does not include all the
necessary provisions of a contract.
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IS: 1950-1_

1. SCOPE

1.1 This code lays down acceptable noise level. and sound Insulation
standards in non-industrial building. such as, dwellings, schools, hos
pitals and office building., and recommend. methods of minimizing
transmission of air-borne and structure-borne noises. It does not
include standarda for industrial buildings.

2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
2.1 Nol. - Noise is defined al 'sound not desired by the recipient'J

that i., unwanted sound. Thi. unwanted sound may be of single
frequency and of constant or varying intensities or it may be a com
bination of various frequencies of different intensities. The annoyance
effect of noise depends not only on the frequency but alia on the inten
sity and wave-form of the noise. Thus, the noise may be due to either
of the factors, frequency and intensity, or both; high frequency sounds
are more annoying and harmful than low frequency sounds.
2.2 IDdoor and Outdoor Nol•• - Noises may be of outdoor or indoor
origin. Outdoor noises are caused by road traffic, rail"'ays, aeroplanes,
lifts, blaring loudspeakers and various types of moving machiner}' in
the neighbourhood or in adjacent buildings. As far as indoor noi.el
are concerned, conversation of the occupants, footsteps, banging of
doors, shifting of' the furniture. operation of the cistern atnd water
closets, playing of radios, gramophones, etc, contribute most of the
noise emanating from an adjacent room or an adjacent building.
Noise conditions vary from nme to time; a noise which may not be
objectionable during the day may assume annoying r.roportion. in the
silence of the night when quiet conditions are e••entia .

'·.3 Meuure••t 01 Nol..
2.3.1 The range or variation of intensity of noile i. very large. The

loudest ancralmost painful noile is about lOll time. the intensity or
sound which is just audible. On account of the wide range of noise
levels and the importance of the effect of increase in noile p-oduced on
the human ear a ' logarithmic scale' il used. Experimentl have shown
,that the ear does' not respond in proportion to the inten.ity of the
sound, and thnt its response i. approximately proportional to the
logarithm of the intensity of sound. For example, sound intensities
varying in the proportion of 10: 100: 1000, caule aural effect in the ear
pro~rtionalto the logarithms of 10 : 100 : 1000, that is, I, 2 and 3. The
unit for comparing two noise level. is a ' bel • which is the logarithm
of the ratio of the two intensity levels. For example, if the two noise
levell are represented by 11 and I., the ratio of the two level. expressed
in bel. it

l
" lolll--t.-
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IS : 1950· 1M2

The C bel' is a la.rge unit and therefore for ~actical measurement,
• • decibel t equal to 1/10 of a C bel' is used. The ratio of the levels
expressed in decibels is therefore

11
10 IOKlo~

2.3.2 The seale of intensities of audible sound commonly met with
coven a range of 130 db. From the physiological point of view, this
scale is not satisfactory as the sensitivity with regard to loudness per
ceived by the ear varies with both the frequency and the intensity of
lound. Sounds of equal intensities but of different frequencies may
appear to the ear to have different loudness, except in the middle fre
quency range, where equal percentage increase in intensities levels
produce equal increases in loudnes.. Taking into account the sensitivity
of the ear the more repre.entativ~ unit C phon • is used which represents
the level of equalloudness at' all frequencies. Sound is measured in
phona by comparing it aurally with a standard pure-tone of a thousand
cycles per second adjustable in intensity. Starting from zero decibel,
that is the threshold of audibility (reference sound pressure of 0·000 2
dynes/em'), the level of intensity of sound of thousand cycles tone is
adjusted so as to be equally loud to the ear as a given noise. The level
of the noise in phon. u equivalent numerically to the intensity level in
decibel of 1 000 cycles tone found to be equally loud to the ear. For
the sake of convenience in practice, however, all values are expressed in
decibels referred to threshold of audibility.

2.3.3 Some typical sound level. are given in Table I.

TABLE I TYPICAL SOUND LEVELS

8oo-e. 80mrD LJln:r.
db

Aeroplane DO.... ~amatlo drOI
( tli..-hold of pain )

Auto horn, thunder. artille."
Pneumatio rivetter
Tram paIIin,. boiler faoto~
B_vy road trame, Doil)' futory
Truck puaiDI, priDtinl pre_,

very loud radio mUlio
8teDOiraphio room, very DOia)'

leI.urant, automobile paIIiDI
Av oonvenatloD at ODe metre
Av o8lce
Qaie*' hoUle

::'tze:, lea••
Tbr.hold of audibillt,

110
110
110
100
80

80

70
10
U
41
SO
10
o(Referen. lOud

p....UN of 0-000 I .
dYD_/OID1)
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2.4 Tr_lslloa 01 Nolle - Any noise whether of outdoor or of
indoor origin, is transmitted through walls, frames, ceiling or floor o(
an enclosure and/or through air (see Fig. 1). Such transmitted noise
is of two types, namely air-borne noise and impact noise. Structure
borne noise is -caused by impact and is transmitted as air-borne noise.

SECTIONAL ELEVATION

PLAN
Pm. 1 TaA.,IIJ.IOX~ Am·Bo... SoV_D BYDID~ AIm I.Dm.w PAtJ..
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U.l Alr-Bome Noll, _. Air-borne Doile may be tranamitted into an
enclosure by:

a) Air vibration through door., windowI, ventilators, and veoti
lating duct I, and other openingl, holes and cracks; and

b) Vibration of the structure al a whole, which allowl trans
million of souAd from one portion of the building to another.
It is found that room structure or large portions of the
structure luch as walls, ftoor. and the ceilIng vibrate like
diaphragm. resulting in the creation of lOund wavn on the
other aide.

3.4.2 Impact Nol" - Impact noile ia generated in lolid .tructure. and
il transmitted as air.llorne noue. Noile of footsteps, Ilamming of
doors, etc, cause vibrations in solid materials and are conveyed over
comparatively long distances. Denier the lolid material, more readily
doel the sound travel through it.

2..~ TnDlml.loa LoII- During transmil.ion of air-borne noise through
a structure a reduction in sound intensity takes place. Thil is termed
· Tranlmillion LOll ' (TL) and i. numerically equivalent to the 1011 in
intenlity of sound expressed in decibels. The efficiency of sound
insulation of a partition i. expre.s~ ~ n terms of the transmission loss
of air-borne sound that occurs while lC1und is being transmitted through
it. Thus if 80 db and 40 db are the lound level. mealured on either
aide of a wall, the tranlmislion lOIS or sound insulation of that wall
is 80-40 - 40 db. Sound insulation offered by a .tructure depends on
the material. used and the method of construction employed. 'thil
value, however, variel with frequency and i. high for the high
frequencies and low for the medium and low ·freq)lencieJ. Adequate
idea of the p'crformance of a partition .1 a .ound inlulator cannot,
therefore, be obtained from the transmis.ion 101. at one frequency. In
practice the average of a number of auch value. in the range of about
200 to 2 000 cyclel per second gives an adequate idea of noi.e reduction.

3. OurslDI NOISE LEVELS

3.1 NC Nolle - MOlt prevalellt and important·.ource of noiae in the
raidentiaJ .1 well .1 in the inddstrial areal is due to traffic either in
clole vicinity or at a diltance. The main types or tr.mc noi.es encoun
tered are:

a) Noile due to hIli" t,affic conditio"" luch .1 thOle exilting
I) in commercial and industrial area.,
2) on main or arterial roads and route. which carry heavy

and high lpeed tramc duriol the day and nisht. aDd

8 



18:1.·1962

3) road corners where automotive vehicles take a turn and
accelerate speed.

b) Noise due to medium trQJlic conditions- due to conditions
similar to the above but less in severity, and

c) Noise due to I'gh' traffic conditions- due to relatively less
traffic and plying of heavy vehicles at low speeds.

The traffic Boise levels due to average conditions of the above
three categories al-e given in Table II.

TABLE D TRAJIPIC NOISIC LEVELS (AVERAGE CONDrnONS)

(CltllI,. 3.1 )

8L TBAI7IO No•• OV••ALL N018. B••ABEI
No. LBV.L IN db

i) Light trafBo 60 to '10 } Measured at about amii) Medium traftlo 70 " 80 · from the vehiol.iii) Heavy traftle 80 " 90

3.2 ladustrial Area Noise - These are due to industries in the area and
related traffic. Generally two distinct conditions of noise are obtained
in the industrial area, namely where a particular industrial noise may
be above that of the background traffic noise, and where the back.'
ground noise. usually due to traffic, may be above the industrial noise.
The overall noise levels range from about 60 to 80 db. At night, these
hoise levels are likely to be lower by about 10 to IS db because of the
reduced traffic. In winter and in cold regions, a similar noise reduction,
attributable to windows of the factories being kept closed, is obtained.

3.3 Resldeatla) Are. NollI - These are usually due to (a) distant
industrial or traffic noises, (b) local traffic noise, (c) children at play,
and (d) other local noises from trade hawkers, dogs, etc. Typical
J"esidential area noise levels are indicated in Table III.

TABLE 01 RESIDENTIAL AREA NOISE LEVELS

8L
No.

i)

ii)

ReIldential .reM "it,h backaround
of inddltrlal Dol. or an .v......
Doilitfrom heavy trallc

Otb••reu

9

8a to 80
eo to 70
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4. MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE NOISE LEVELS

at.! The maximum acceptable noise levels inside buildings from the
point of view of comfort, economy and practical considerations under
the conditions prevailing in this, country may be taken as in Table IV.

TABLE IV MA:lIMUM ACCEPTABLE NOISE LEVELS

Jl&L TYPB OJ' BUILDING
o,

i) Oftic-ea

ii) Dwelling. ( boule.. and ftay )

iii) School. ( 01•• roaml or lecture roolDl )

iv) Hospitals

NOli. L.VJlL81N db

10 to 80

~"M

" II 10

40 " 10

5. RECOMMENDED SOUND INSULATION STANDARDS

5.1 The desirable sound insulation required to be provided for various
types of buildings are given in Table V.

TABLE V SOUND INSULA.nON I'OR VARIOUS BUILDINGS

8L TYPB 01' I ••UI.ATION 1'08 Ala-BoB•• I ••VLATIOlf 10.
No. BUILDING NflI•• IJIPACTNo••

,- ....
~ ( FLOOB/CBILIJJfG

Noi8y Quiet eo.,TAVOTIO. )
90 db Level '10 db Level db

I) B~pi*,.1a 10 SO 60 to 80·

U) Schoola 43 16 46 " 60·

W) Dwellinp 46 21 ~ " U·

iv) OftlCM '0 20 40 .. GO-

-The hi.her valu. correlpODCl to ooncrete. ,tone or aimilar lOUd loor/oeDina
~•••truct&on. .

5.2 When windows of a building, particularly these of bedrooms in
apartments or flats, wards in hospitals and teaching rooms in schools,
face roads carrying h.;avy traffic or other noiles of the order of 80
to 90 db (measured at'-a distance of about 3 m ), the building Ihould
be located at a minimum distance of about 30 m Crom the road; but a
distance of 45 m or more, where possible. should be aimed at Cor
greater relief from noise. When t&e windows are at right angles to
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the direction of the above type of noise, this distance should be
arranged to be about IS to 25 m. In case another building, boundary
wall or trees and plantations intervene between the road traffic and the
house/flat or school, certa-in (uFther noise reduction is achieved and in
such cases the above distances may be reduced suitably.

5.3 Sound insulation for air-borne noise or overall sound insulation
required between individual rooms or apartments of a building unit
shall be as given in Table VI. These values may, however, be I

suitably increased where required.

TABLE VI SOUND INSULATION BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL ROOMS

SL
No.

81'l'VA'IIOW I.I17LATIOX 111db

i) Between the livin. room in one houle or Rat and
the livinR room and bedroolD8 in another

ii) EI.ewhere between hou_ or flat.
iii) Between one room and another in tho same houee

or ftat
iv) Between teachins room. in a echool
v) Between one room and another room in an oftlce

vi) Between one ward and another in a hoapital:
Normal
Extra quiet

1)0

40

30
4U
:~()

40
-&5

NOTK 1- Where communi.tin. dOG... are provided, all doors ..hnuld be 10
deailned al to provide ret'tOmmonded insulation betweon the room...

MOTH:! - There are cae. when a let of hou.. or RatA hnve to be built. for the
people who work at ni,h' and .Ieep durin, the day. It il deRirable to eon.dcler tho
deaian of at le••t one 8uch roOID in each of the hoale. or ftata which will provide an
inlulation or a!but 45 db in that room. '

05.4 Sond lasulatlO8 of I_pact Nolle - The: floor of a room immediately
above the bedroom "or living room shall have impact insulation as
indicated in 5.4.1 and 5.4.Z.

5.4.1 Concrel~ Floors - In the case or houses and flats, these ftoor~
shall be insulated so as to reduce the average- loudness of impac:
sound by about 15 db above that provided by a bare concrete floor of
normal thickness. In the case of schools the floor of the room imme
diately above the teaching room shall have an insulation of about 10db
above the normal floor insulation.

5.4.2 Timb., Floo" - tn the case of houses and fiats, these floors
shall be insulated 10 as \ to reduce the average loudness of impacl
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louod by about 20 db as compared with the normal floor construction
of a wooden board joist floor with lath and plaster ceiling. In the
ale of schools, the floor of the room immediately above the teaching
room shall have an insulation of about IS db above the insulation
or normal floor construction indicated above.

5~5 So.d IDsalatioD for Nolle E....t.... from MecIIaDIea. Equlp••at 
Mechanical equipment which emanate sound such al water-cloletl,
pumps, motors, lifts, etc, shall be adequately insulated.

,. MEANS OF ACHIEVING NOISE REDUcnON AND SOUND
INSULATION

6.1 Nolle ReductioD
'-1.1 By Suitable Loctltlon, OrlenltlllD" III Layoul and Plan- The mOlt

obvious method is to Ioeate the residential buildin,s in a quiet area
away from the noisy surroundings like the industrial area., railway
tracks, tramway lines, aerodromes, roads carrying heavy traffic, etc.
They shall be adequately set-off from the road and oriented in such
a way that doors and windows do not face the source of noise. In
C8le this is found not possible, double doors and windows shall be
provided to prevent leakaJe of sound. Where possible. the windows
and ventilators may be eliminated by providing artificial illumination
and mechanical ventilation.

'-1.2 By Suitable Arrangement 01 Rooms within Rellde",lal Bulldl",,
The bed-rooms which are required to be quieter than the rest of the
rooms are best located in the portion farthest from the noise source.
Noiae reduction is further attained by separating the bed-rooms from
other rooms where noisy conditions can be permitted or tolerated.
Mechanical equipment required for various service. Ihall not be located
above or close to the bedrooms or other rooms required to provide
quiet condition.

'-1.3 By Suppressing Nol" Qt Ihe Source It.1/- Certain types of noise,
ror example, the operation of mechanical equipment in the building,
lhall be suitably Isolated or enclosed in sound-insulated enclosures
10 that noise emanating from it is reduced to the minimum.

6.1.4 By Suppressing or Reducing Nols, aft,r ;11 Entry into Ih, Room 
The noises. where required could be further suppressed on entry into a
room irsome sound absorbent material i. installed therein. Provision of
lpecial material may not be warranted in the case of residential
buildings; however, the niltence of furnishing material in living and
bed rooms help to reduce noise.

'-1.5 By Reducl", th« Nols, T'tuI""lll,d Through the StrUtlu,,
R.eduction of air-borne noise through opening, the mOlt common
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and major cause of penetration of noise into a room, requires that the
structure should be made air-tight, The smallest crack or opening would
vitiate the effect of insulation provided otherwise, Ventilating ducts,
where installed, should be specially designed to minimize transmission of
noise, In order to prevent the transmission of noise through vibration
of structure as a whole, designs utiliaing materials which transmit
sound less easily than others may be used; the construction of the
wall itself is important in obtaining the desired degree of sound
insulation, Discontinuous or non-homogeneous structures may also be
used to reduce the transmission of noise, The transmission of air-borne
noise may be most effectively prevented by employing rigid and massive
walls which do not have an)' openings for ventilation ducts, pipes, etc.

Reduction of C impact noise requires the use of discontinuous
or non-homogeneous materials in the construction of the structure.

6.1 SouDd lasulatloD

6.1.1 SoundInsulation 'Yolues ofNon-porous RigidPartitions - The sound
insulation of non-porous, homogeneous rigid constructions, such al well
plastered solid brick masonry walls, varies as the logarithm of the
weight per unit area and would thus increase with the thickness
of wall, There is, however, a limit beyond which it requires an
excessive increase in thickness to produce only a small increase in
sound insulation (see Table VII), The relation between the weight
of a rigid partition and its sound insulation is approximately such
tliat every time the weight is doubled, there is an increase in sound
insulation of about 4 to S db, Sound insulation' valuer in relation
to weight per square metre of wall are given in Table VII,

TABLE VB SOUND INSULATION VALUES ACCORDING TO WEIGHT
OJ' MATERIAL PER SQUARE METRE

"".tORT PBB RQuAaJl: KBTBR
01' WALL ARBA

kg
I

23
~O

100
1110
200
250
aoo
150
400
4110
BOO
l)lSO
600 "

TRANIIIIISION Lo.. I. db
( SOUND INSULATION VALUI:

AVBBAO. 1'08 128 AXD 2 0"'8 c/- )
SS'S
Sa'J
37'8
41'0",,-.,
48"
.7'9
49'1
60'0
60'9
lU·O
ss-s
62'0
63-6
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6.2.2 Sound Insulation of Porous Malerials

'.2.2.1 Porous rigid matenals - The relation between weight per
square metre and the sound insulation value given in Table VII
does not apply in the case of porous rigid materials, such al porous
concrete masonry, cinder concrete, etc, because of their sound
absorptive properties which provide about 10 percent higher insulation
than the non-porous variety of the same weight. In order to secure
the best insulation from such porous materials, it is recommended
that the porous partition should be plastered at least on one side
and if possible on both the sides.

'-2.2.2 Non.rlgld or /lexlble poroul malerlall - These are materials
such al felt, mineral wool, quilt, etc. and they by themselves provide
Jow sound insulation as compared to rigid materials and therefore
they are not generaJly used for the purpose of noise reduction and
isolation. However, a composite construction' employing a combination
of rigid materials and porous absorbers may be adopted where weight
is an important factor. Such a construction produces better insulation
per unit weight of the partition.

6.2.3 Hollow and Composite Wall Construction

6.2.3.1 Heavy weight construction - Neither the noneporous ri,id
materials nor the porous materials alone provide the desired insulatIon
in a reasonable thickness. For example, about 100 cm thick wall
( I 950 kg/ml ) or about 8S em thick rock wool (80 kg/rnl density)
would be required to secure an insulation of about 60 db. A double
wall construction with an intervening air space of 10 em is however,
more effective than a single partition of the same weighr", The
use of porous rigid materials like cinder blocks also results in less
pronounced vibrations than with the use of non-porous rigid materials
in addition to the advantage of sound absorption provided by th"
hollow space.

'.2.3.2 Light l'""III construction - For light weight construction •
variety of materials such as metal lath and- plaster, fibreboards,
plywood, plasterboards, etc, fixed on studs may be employed. For
equal weight these provide greater insulation than solid masonry.
Tests conducted on such partitions have shown that sound is mainly
transmitted through the studs and very little through air space.
Structural cress-connections or ties between the two partitions should

-For exampJo, lOUd 10 em (lOS kl/ml ) and 20 om (390 k./ml ) briok wad.
b",·. a ao\lnd inaulation or.5 and 1)0 db I'eepoctivol)", in Inld-audio·frequency
rMllp, who.... two "pQfnt.e 10 em (aUO k./1n:l) \\'a1le with an air apace
of 10 em provido an IUlul.Uon of DU. db at the ••ne fre~uenci... that II •
aubetalltial inerealCt or about '0 db o,·cr tbat of a IOlid wall or equal woi,b'.
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therefore be avoided, but where they cannot be avoided only the
minimum number required should be used, These ties where proyided
should be made of wire or, even more preferably, of a suitable
flexible material. Construction with staggered studs (see Fig. 2)
which makes the two partitions independent, is recommended.

Flo. 2 TYPICAL S.onONAL PLAN or A SoUND PROOI' PABTITIOK

6.%.3.3 Filling 01 hollow spaces in partition - The fiJling of hollow
space with acoustic materials like rock wool or glass-wool which
absorbs sound more effectively than air, does not always produce
satisfactory results as the filler may form a bridge across the two
parthions and thereby considerably reduce the insulation. Air space
is generally better than a filling material unless the acoustic material
is in the form of a quilt or an insulation board, suspended or fixed
to one side only of a staggered stud partition with no rigid or even
semi-rigid connection to the other side. This arrangement effects
considerable increase in the insulation value. In the case of hollow
light weight partitions, which may not be structurally separated, the
acoustic filler helps to increase the insulation only slightly and therefore
may not be worth the additional expenditure involved on the filler.

'.2.3." Composite wall- Composite walls of laminated construction
may be desi(!led to obtain any sound insulation desired; the maximum
value is obtained when all the layers of alternate porous and rigid mate
rials are separated by an air space in which case the value approaches
approximately the sum of the values of individual units. &uch a
construction, however, occupies -more space and needs great care in
installation in order to obtain the anticipated efficiency. Use of luch
composite walls may be required in special cales where high sound
insulation is necessary .

'.2.4 Extent of Insulation Required- As a general rule in practice
reduction of noise requires to be carried to a level of about 10 to 15 db
below the prevailing inherent noise level in the surrounding.. For
example, if ambient noise level in a certain room ii, say, 60 db it il
satisfactory if adequate sound insulation is provided so that no outside
noise reaches inside the room above 45 to SO db.
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Ci.2A.1 The desired sound inlulation may be achieved in anyone
or more of the following three ways:

a) By adopting a continuous construciien by using homogeneous
materials where the extent of sound insulation is controlled by
the weight per square metre. Where the requirements are
not relatively stringent and are of the order of SO db, solid cons
truction of 20 em to 30 em bricks is considered suitable.

b) By adopting semi-discontinuous construction where air cavities
are employed with cross-connections between the two partitions,
the cross-connections being kept as few as possible and made
preferably of a flexible material. For example, two 10 em
thick brick wall will provide 90 db, provided adequate
discontinuity is maintained between the floor and the wall and
the ceiling.

c) By adopting a fully discontinuous construction where complete
discontinuity in the structure is introduced by means of an
air cavity or an, elastic acoustic material. This method would
meet the requirements of the highest insulation required within
reasonable weight per square metre.

6.2.5 Overall Insula/ion - In providing sound insulation in any room
the question of overall sound insulation should be considered.
Some areas. like sound-proof doors, windows, etc, may provide insulation
lower than that of the other surfaces and thus would adversely effect
the overall insulation. All the areas should, therefore, be designed
and constructed to provide sound insulation approximating to the
desired overall value.

6.2.6 CltUlljicQlio" 01 PartltioIU - The result of tests made on the
transmission of speech through partitions of known insuJation value
together with the rating of their relative efficiency is indicated in
Table VIII. In each case conditions with ambient noise level of 30 db
have been assumed on the listening side.

6.2.7 Examples01 Sound Reduction Values - Values of sound reduction
for typical types of (a) continuous construction, (b) semi-discontinuous
constructions, and (c) discontinuous construction are given in A-I.
Sound reduction values obtainable with various types of windows are
given in A..2.

6.2.8 lruulallo1l or llo/tltlon 0/ Impact Sounds- The transmission of
'Such sounds as in the case of air-borne sounds rnay be effectively stopped
or minimized by interposing a resilient material for obtaining discontinu
ity along the path of the vibrations. Both the semi-discontinuous
and the fully discontinuous methods are applicable for isolation of
such sounds.
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TABLE VIII CLASSIFICATION OF SOUND INSULATING PROPERTIES 01'
PARTITIONS ACCORDING TO THEIR AVERAGE TRANSMISSION LOSS

(Cia"" 6.2.6)

EeL TaANIIIJ...IOH HBABINO CONDITIOM RATINGxe, Lo!''' OP \\'ALL
db

i) 30 or Ie. Normallreech can be heard through Poor
thewal

ii) .0 Loud lpeech can be undentood fairly Fair
well but norlna1 lpeech cannot, be
und.ntood

iii) .5 Loud Ipeecb can be beard but i. not Good
euily intelligIble. Normal lpeech
can be heard only faintly, if at all

iv) 60 Loud Ipeech can be faintly heard but Very lood
i. Dot understood, Normal speeeh ( recommended for
is inaudible dividing walla or

partitionl)
\.) 60 nod Rbove ,.ery loud lOund., lucb .1 loud Excellent

lin.ins and bra_ 11111lical inlt ru- ( recommended lor
tn~"t or a radio nt full volume ran band rooml,
be heard faintly m u • i 0 practice

rooms, radio and
lOund atudiol )

6.2.9 Sound Insulation of Floors and C,'/In,s - Both air-borne and
structure-borne sounds may be transmitted through ftoor. and ceilings.
In most of the cases where the ceilings and Roor construction is of solid
type like cement concrete these have sufficient weight and rigidity to pro
vide adequate insulation for air-borne sounds, but offer poor insulation
for structure-borne or impact sounds. Insulation against impact sound.
may be done in the following three ways:

a) By lulng a resilient sur/ace malerlal on fioor« - This helps to
damp the impact noises, but has no appreciable effect on air
borne sounds. Linoleum, insulation board, cork, asphalt
mastic and carpet are lome of the materials usually employed:
the softer the material used, greater i. the insulation effected.
An insulation of 5 to 10 db over a bare concrete floor i. obtained
with such material.

b) By providing a floQtlng floor ronstructlo"

1) Coner,te floor' - This is an additional floor constructed and
isolated or floated from the existing concrete floor by mean.
of a resilient rna terlal, and therefore, doe. not let the
irnpactl and consequent vibration to be tranlmitted to the
room below. It also provides useful improvement in the

17 
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insulation of air-borne sounds. A typical construction is
shown in Fig. 3. The cement concrete used may be of about
5 em thickness which is poured over a resilient mater ial
like quilted mineral or glass-wool. It is important that a
waterproof paper be used in between, and both the quilt
and paper lapped so as to prevent concrete from getting
through.

FLOOR COVERING

CONCRETE

-WATERPROOF
PAPER

RCC ROOF

.~INERAL OR GLASS
WOOL QUilT

FIG. 3 CONCRETE FJ..oOB FT40ATING CONSTRUCTION

2) Wooden floors - In the case of floors constructed of wooden
joists the problem of sound insulation becomes more
difficult particularly in the presence of~heavy mechanical
impact sounds. Sketches in Fig. 4 show methods of
insulating such floors employing mineral or glass-wool quilt.
for isolation purposes. Resilient mountings may be used to
obtain even more satisfactory results.
A further improvement in the insulation of such floors is
achieved by employing a 'pugging' or a 'deadening'
material in the air space between the wooden joists (see
Fig. 4 and 5 ). Either sound absorbent type materials like
mineral wool or other materials like sand or ashes, may "be
used; the latter are more effective because of the fact that
the efficiency of the c pugging J depends on the weight of
the material used. In order to obtain useful improvement,
at least 100 kg/Uti of sand C pugging' is usually employed.
Mineral wool pugging (at least IS kg/mt ) is used mainly
in conjunction with thin walls of 10 em thickness or less.

e) By using a suspended ceiling with air 'pace - This helps to
improve the insulation of both air-borne and structure-borne
sounds by attenuating and isolating them from the room
below. Typical constructions for wooden Roors are shown in

( COlltl.ttl 011'''' 10)
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~I'II~~~!I~~~~I_I M~R~~~ GLASS-wooL QUILT

••••••ii!!!••!S•••W~.-t::XISTINGSUB
FLOOR OF WOOD

....~.!!!!..!!!!!!!!IIt•••!i!~~rwI;J;I..-EXISTING SUB-
Ii= FLOOR OF WOOD

PLASTERBOARD

MINERAL OR
GLASS-WOOL OUl.T

EXISTING SUB
FLOOR OF WOOD

~._E!!!!S.I{J~.EIII!III.*~ ~~-fIMBER
BOARDING

~~~~~I!IfII!Il!!.,.....!""fIft!~~~~~~~~"""'PLASTEA80ARO

SAND PUGGING
.c

I'IG. 4: EXIITIKO TIMBER PLOO_, Fr.nATlXO C'ONlnUCTIOlC
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Fig. 6A, 6B, and 60, which provides increasing d~,ree of
insulation. For solid floors, metal hangers or acousnc clips
may be used to support the ceiling below, as shown in Fig. 6D.
The extent of improvement effected 'depends on the weight of
the ceiling as well as on the structural rigidity with which it
is connected to the solid or wooden floor. Thus the highest
insulation could be achieved by using a heavy ceiling which is
arranged to be independent of the floor by supporting it on
resilient mountings.

In cases of very heavy impacts which are difficult to eliminate
altogether, both the methods (b) and (c) may be adopted.

Sound insulation values of typical floors and ceilings covered
above' are given In A·3 and A-4.

MINERAL OR
GLASS-WOOL QUILT

SAND PUGGING

PLASTER ON
EXPANDED METAL

WOODEN JOIST

SA When supporting walls Ire 10em thick or lesl

MINERAL OR
GLASS-WOOL QUILT

MINERAL WOOL
PUGGING

~~~~~~~~~~~...:;;;t-PLASTIRIOMD

SB When lupportin. wallsare 20 em thick or 'More

FlO. 3 Nxw TIIIBXR FLOO", FLOATllfO COlrlTaUCTloJr WIT II PUOOIXO

6.2.10 Sklrtlll'- The type 01 skirting fixed will affect the inlulation
or the floor a great deal. The larger the contact area it provides
between floor and the walls, the lower would be the in.ulation. A
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FLOOR COVERING

PLASTERBOARD
I--..........-----.........----K~_.._'iOR EXPANDED METAL

12mm FIBRE
BOARD

PLASTERBOARD
OR EXPANDED METAL

IS WOODEN JOIST

FLOOR BOARD

Ie

FLOOR COVERING

PLASTERBOARD
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OR~AANDEDMET~

THE SUSPENDER WILL IE
PLACID ON EITHER SIDE
0' THE JOISTS ALTERNATElY

RESILIENT PAD

6D DETAIL AT X

1'10.' '1'111... FLOO_, I'LoATllfO eo.IT.VOTIOK, WITH SU8PBNDBD CBILINQ

typical method of fixinf ski! tings is shown in Fig. 3. These use air gap
or a resilient materia between the skirting and the Boor or the lower
edge is chamfered to reduce the contact area. Agam, most of the inner
portion of the skirtin, is scooped out to minimize contact with the
walls.
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APPENDIX A
( Clauses 6.2.7 and 6.2.9 )

A-I. EXAMPLES OF SOUND REDUCTION VALUES

SL MATERIAL OR TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION AVERAGE SOUND

No. REDUCTION
db

ContlDuous CODStruetlo.

1 12-S-mm fibreboard 20
2 7-5 kg/m2 sheet glass 25
3 lO-nlm plasterboard 25
4 6·S-mm plate glass 30
5 20-mm plasterboard, plastered 16 mm each side 3S
6 '·S-em clinker concrete block, plastered 40
7 IO-em brickwork or concrete, plastered 4S
8 20-em brickwork, plastered SO
9 40-em brickwork, plastered S5

Se.I-DIICODtl.-. CODstruetiODI

1 Boarding on timber joists, with plasterboard ceiling
with skim-coat plaster 30-35

2 Boarding on timber joists, with metal lath and
plaster ceiling 35·40

3 As 1, plu- pugging on trays at SO kg/ml , the pugging
to be air-tight ( e.g, sand, mortar) 40-45

4 As 2, plus floating floor boarding on battens on
resilient quilt SS

S As 3, but with floor replaced by boarding on cross
battens on resilient quilt laid over joists 55

6 Timber stud partition with metal lath and plaster
both sides 35

7 Double partition of 7·S em hollow clay blocks, plas-
tered externally, Seem cavity, with strip metal ties 40-45

8 As 7, but with wire ties SO-S5
9 Cupboards used as partitions 2S-35

22 
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No.

IS: I. -1961

AVERAGB SoUND
REDUCTION

db

6S to 75

60 to 70
6S to 7S

so to 60
65 to 75

1

2

3

DlIeoatlaaoUl COIIItractIODl

Two leaves of 6-cm clinker concrete, plastered
and separated by a S-cm air space associated with
suspended ceiling and floating floors:

measured across the walls
measured through the floor

As 1, but with a third leaf or S-cm clinker
concrete between the two discontinuous shells;
each air-space S em, measured across the walls or
through the floor

As I, .but with walls of Io-cm brick, plascered:
measured across the walls
measured through the floor

The values given for these three items are for walls
without wall ties, Wire ties effect a slight reduction
( about S db ) and strip metal ties a considerable
reduction in these values.

NOTB - Variations in sound insulation due to the use of ditrerent p1aden do
not appear to be signifioant.

A·2. SOUND INSULATION VALUES OF TYPICAL WINDOWS

~DE8CRIPTIONOF WINDOW

Open, in average furnished domestic room or in
class rooms occupied by pupils

Open, but with openings reduced to about 0-46 m.
Closed, single 7-5 kg/ml glass
Closed, double 7-S kg/ml glass, 2S mm apart
Closed, double 7-5 kg/ml glass, IS em apart
Closed, single 6-S-mm plate glass
Double, with baflled ventilation openings
Closed, double 6-S-mm plate glass, IS em apart
Closed, double 6-$-mm plate glass, 15 em apart

and reveals lined with absorbent material

23

AVERAGE SOUND
IUDUCTION

db

S
10
25
35
45
30

30 to 35
55

60 to 6S
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A·3. SOUND INSULATION OF TYPICAL FLOORS OTHER THAN
TIMBER FLOORS

SL
No.

TREATMENT IMPROVEMENT OVER BARE
CONCRETE FLOORS

db

1
2
3
4

S
6
7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16

17

RallieDt Surface Material on CODcrete

Bar e concrete
Linoleum
Wood blocks or thin carpet or rubber
Carpet or underfelt

Floa_ Floor
a) s-cm Dense Concrete Screed on:

Clinkers 5 em
Granulated cork 2'5 em
Slag wool quilt, 2'S cm nominal thickness

( density 190 kg/rnl )

Glass silk quilt, 2'5 em nominal thickness
( density 80 kg/ml )

Glass silk quilt, two nominal 2'S em layers

b) Boardi", on Battens on:

Clips, unlined
Asbestos or felt pads, 12" mm
Fibreboard pads, 12-S mm
Felt pads, 2-5 em or rubber pads, 12'5 mm
Slag wool quilt, 2-S em nominal thickness
Glass silk quilt, 2-5 em nominal thickness or"

rubber pads, 2-5 em

Suspended CelllDl1 ( subject to notes
under A-4)

IO-mm (single coat) or 12'S-mm (two
coats) plaster on 12'S-mm fibreboard
on SO X 50 mm battens in clips

'.mm ( lingle coat) or 12·S·mm ( two coats)
plaster on 10-mnl plasterboard, on bat
tens in felt-lined clips

24

o
5

S to 10
10

S to 10
10 to 15

IS to 20

20
25

5 to 10
5 to 10

10
10 to IS
10 to 20

15 to 20

5 to 10

10 to 15
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A-4. SOUND INSULATION OF TIMBER FLOORS

SL
No.

TIlBATIIZNT IMPROVEMENT OVER FLOOa
DESCRIBED IN ITEM 1

BaLOW
db

s

IS

IS to 20

10 to IS

S to 10
20

5 to 10
10

o
5 to 10

10 to 15

Boarclinl on joists With ccili.ng of lath and
plaater. ur plaster on plaster board

~I I, plus carpet or underfelt
As I, plus Boating floor of boarding on bat

tellS on fibreboard
All, plus floating floor of boarding on bat

tens on resilient quilt
As I, oIUI pugging of sand or ashes 50

kg/mfor Slus silk or slag wool10 kg/m'
As I, plus puging orsand or ashes 100 kg/rnl

A. 1. but with ftoor replaced by boarding on
cross battens on resilient quilt ( not nailed)

As 7, plus PUlling of land SO kg/m '
Boarding on joiatl with separate joists for

ceiling
Carpet on underfelt with boarding on joists

for ceiling as above
Boarding on joists, pugging of sand or ashes

10 kg/m' with ceilings as above
Floating floor. boarding on battens on resi

lient quilt on sub-boarding, with joists
and ceding as above,..

Nor. I - ~u8pended ceiling alone will not be eff8C'tiveor give the value ahown
uDI_ precaution. are "Jao taken to prevent, transnauwion or ilnpAct noile by
iadirect paths, lor .~Alupltt,by "he nee or • floating floor or by Ineulatin. the
.'Net,ural floor from the walls of the room below, or by uaiDl fully diacontinuoul
cODatructit)n.

8
9

6
7

4

I

2
3

12

11

10

Nor.1-The valuea of the t.reatment.. given in A.3 and A-4 may in appropriate
__ be addedi Coreaalflple, tbe value ur pugging loay be added to the value of
• loatiD, floor. IIVan. A t.otal noiae reduction of 20 db.
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